PLANNING GRID – YEAR 1 – Spring 1st Half Term

As readers and writers we will :
 explore stories: The Naughty bus, Mr








As information technicians, we will be
exploring...

Gumpy’s Motor car, The Little Red Train.
write postcards from our travels.
write stories going on different travels.
Using adjectives to describe the taste and
texture of the fruits mentioned in Handa’s
Surprise.
explore information books about different
types of transport and different countries
around the world.
Stories – exploring food, animals and
different cultures from around the world.

 Google Earth – looking at where we live and
exploring the rest of the UK.
 Facts about the UK– using word to type
them.
 Labelling a map.

Transport

As Mathematicians we will be learning to...

-

Add and Subtract
Identify mathematical symbols:

-

Develop strategies for reasoning and
problem solving.
use mathematical talk.
find and make number bonds
subtract crossing 10
use money
tell the time

-

+, -, =

As athletes, we will be developing...

 Multi Skills
We will be developing techniques for sending
and receiving, agility and co-ordination through
ball games and activities.
 Movement and dance
We will be exploring different ways of moving
using equipment and exploring ways to balance.

As artists and designers, we will be creating...





Aboriginal art including decorating sticks
with spots of paint and using sticks as tools
for art.
Animal prints – using a range of materials
to recreate safari animal prints.
Make our own vehicles
Fair Trade Fortnight
We will be using Fair Trade ingredients to
make cakes with banana. We will look at
where our ingredients have come from.

As scientists, we will be investigating...
Materials and their properties
 by sorting and grouping
 by observing closely
 by doing experiments and tests


by making predictions and recording our
findings,

Animals from around the world



Grouping types of animals including birds,
fish, mammals, amphibians and reptiles.
Grouping animals according to what they eat
and using the language of carnivores,
herbivores and omnivores to describe them.

As geographers we will be finding out
about...
 Places we could travel to in the United
Kingdom, and the world.
 Maps of the local area, the UK and the
World.
 how to link places through road, rail, water
and air transport.
 Africa : comparing places in Africa to
places at home.
We will be
making simple maps, role playing being in a bus
and other forms of transport, using small
world play to investigate types of transport.

